University of Oxford
researchers say that roughly
47% of America’s current
occupations will be automated
within the next 20 years.
– bigthink.com

With the shift of work,
massive retraining efforts will
need to be provided.
Additionally, many humans
have already lost confidence
or identity and need
community where they can
feel accepted, encouraged,
and challenged.

IC: Communities provides leadership in three areas:
Community ReCreation
Citizens are under-engaged—performing poorly at work, in personal
life, and within the larger community—resulting in a disengaged portion
of society causing a problem of towns underperforming.
Most cities do not have enjoyable monthly free events for all
citizens to explore their personal and professional development.

Opportunity Identification
Most towns have a strong industry specific economic past and have failed to leverage a
strategic part of that for accessible and inclusive future growth. With consistent coaching
and vision, a city can become a respected pipeline of talent and innovation for a whole industry.
It is time cities act like inclusive R and D engines involving all citizens in creating high value
breakthroughs. Non traditional thinkers working on the largest problems of our time create
great opportunities.

Education ReImagination
Many people are questioning the model and results of our
education system. With community input and out of the box
thinking, it is possible to reignite learners, educators, and
industry to collaborate together in efficient and effective ways.

Community ReCreation- Events
Cities need events where humans can show up, regardless of race, gender, creed,
socioeconomic level, political leanings, and be included in free events that inspire them, yet
still challenge them to give a better version of themselves to the world.
A space that allows them to work on their personal and professional self.
A community that encourages confidence in nonsensical ideas.
IC: Communities strategically crafts 77+ events in a town and invites humans to participate
in high quality events encouraging personal and professional growth.

Community ReCreation- Place making
Activated citizens who meet monthly together become a family. Thousands of people in towns start to
become “The New Economy.” Once their ideas begin to gain traction, they have new capital to build their
companies and live their lives. This leads to a desire to work in an office and live in spaces near each other.
Cities are continuing to search for the next generation of place-making. Our real estate strategy fulfills that
need by activating under occupied real estate. We partner with developers and then remodel facilities to
become high end yet accessible community, event, work, and live spaces. Our eventual goal is to remodel
old malls and turn them into “American Dream Factories”. These house the events, work-spaces, livespaces, light retail, restaurants, a health clinic, and a gym under one roof. Each location has a specific
industry vertical and functions as the new town square.

- 1 Project Complete
- 2 Projects In Development
- 6 Projects In Exploration

Opportunity Identification- Inclusive R & D
While the events become part of the town, our team begins to identify thematic economic trends. We utilize
data from the Milken Institute, Singularity University, Kauffman Foundation and more. Once we find a specific
future industry that respects the historic economy and has high value, we actively share this focus to k-12,
government, citizens, media, local industry, and national industry players.
These industry verticals highly value talent and R&D, so we court their attention to view the town as a talent
and innovation engine for their future needs.
Within the citizen community, we act as a connectors, mentors, and encouragers for people pursing their
dreams. When we find a startup that is ready to grow, we act as a focused channel for capital and mentorship
to ensure higher chances of success.

Education ReFormation
Education in most cities lacks community direction and corporate support. Our model engages
citizens as a community, focuses them on an industry vertical, then allows for a new engaged
group to pursue necessary education.

We collaborate with k-12 for teacher summits, curriculum planning, science fair strategies, higher
education program design, and creation of new forms of rapid learning.
Our cornerstone education program is “Inspire: Creating The Future of Work”. We partner with
industry giants and land grant colleges. The industry giants create self paced online learning that
provides citizens an opportunity to learn new tools rapidly. The land grant offers office space and
learning specialists at the extension campuses in each county to administer the curriculum.

IC: Communities Methodology

Expert Mentorship
Dex Torricke-Barton
Facebook / Google / Space X

Amish Patel
Microsoft / Katalyst

Mike McLaughlin
IEEE

Chris Dancy
The World’s Most Connected Man

Brad Templeton
Singularity University / Google X

Porter Gale
Former CMO of Virgin America

Christine Fox
Former U.S. Deputy Secretary of Defense

Gareth Keane
Qualcomm Ventures

Burt Rutan
Scaled Composites

Julian Guthrie
New York Times Best Selling Author

Peter Diamandis
Xprize

Kathryn Myronuk
Singularity University

Opportunity Acceleration
rohinni
rohinni.com

Continuous Composites
continuouscomposites.com

Crowdfunder
crowdfunder.com

Katalyst
katalyst-fitness.com

Starship
starship.xyz

PolySync
polysync.io

Wilkinson Baking Company
wilkinsonbaking.com

xCraft
xcraft.io

Robot Delivery
starship.xyz

DriveKit
drivekit.polysync.io

Wilkinson Bread Bakery
wilkinsonbaking.com

Xcraft
xcraft.io

Place Making

